This paper deals with some last simulations made by electromagnetic PiC code KARAT[1] that is aimed at the solution of 1,2,3D non-stationary electrodynamics problems in a complicated geometry involving beams, plasmas, dielectrics, ionization etc.

A conical vircator

The vircator with conical electrodes for ballistic focusing of the electron beam was offered and investigated [2] including the dynamics of electrons in vircator and the dynamics of the VC as a whole.

The VC has the form of curvilinear figure of rotation. It oscillates in both radial and axial directions. The middle VC position depends on the beam current. The generation is resonant at a single frequency, depending on the beam current.

At the beam current from the range of 10–50 kA the oscillation frequency increases monotonically from 2 to 6 GHz with the beam current increase.

Efficient relativistic orotron with mode selection

A high-power V-band relativistic orotron on a TM_{03} oscillation mode has an oversized (D/k ≈ 2.7) electrodynamic structure and diffractive output in the TM_{02} mode [3]. Single-mode operation of the oscillator is ensured by the cyclotron selection of the working axisymmetric mode, with simultaneous depression of competing non-axisymmetric modes by means of cutting longitudinal slits in the wall of the SWS. The output power is 350 MW with a power conversion efficiency of 31% when using a 3.6 kA, 310 keV electron beam transported in the 3.9 T magnetic field.

The modeling demonstrated that the simultaneous application of cyclotron and electrodynamic methods of mode selection in the orotron ensures the single-mode operation of the oscillator. The simulated microwave efficiency of the device is close to the theoretical limit. Furthermore, the orotron retains its efficiency 30% even in the case when the energy of the driving electron beam is reduced to 200 keV. Therefore, it seems to be possible to build a compact pulsed source of millimeter-wave radiation with a power of about 10^8 W, based on an orotron and a compact high-current electron accelerator.
Simulation of wide-aperture liquid calorimeters

Time domain simulation of diffraction and absorption effects in diagnostics of short high-power microwave pulses using wide-aperture calorimeters [4] was made. To take into account the frequency dispersion of the absorbing mixture, a Lorentz model implemented in the code was applied, based on the presentation of current in the medium by harmonic oscillators.

The simulation demonstrated that, first, a diffraction field is superimposed on the wave field, which passes through the device with attenuation, while the interference pattern at the front and the decay of the RF pulse is non-stationary. In the field passing through the load, low-frequency components begin to prevail, due to a stronger decay of the high frequency.

UWB strip-line sensor antenna

In designing of the compact semiconductor high power pulse radiator the 3D simulations of the radiator and the compact strip-line sensors were performed [5]. The e/m pulse with the rise time of 50 ps was realized by TEM-horn antennas. The structure of e/m field was measured by various sensors including the new KARAT designed E-field sensor non-symmetrical two-wire type with dielectric stalk with high $\varepsilon = 16$ and small cross-section and 40 cm length.

Simulations of the sensor model gives values by closed to experimental values.

High current relativistic gyrotron

A compact relativistic gyrotron, operating at 3-mm wavelength band was realized with 250 kV, 100 A, 1 $\mu$s helical electron beam, forming by a thermionic magnetron-injection electron gun. The device operated in the rotating TE$_{12,5,1}$ mode of a circular waveguide cavity. The mode was transformed into a Gaussian wave beam by a built-in mode converter.

Evolution of plasma in plasma electronics devices

Until this work [6] in theoretical investigations parameters of plasmas inside a plasma electronics device were considered constant. We simulated experimental setup were the duration of beam pulse was more hundred of nsec. PiC simulation shows that under conditions when beam current $\sim$ 2 kA, energy $\sim$ 500 keV, guiding magnetic field $\sim$ 4 kG, initial Xe plasma density $\sim$ $10^{12}$cm$^{-3}$ in regime when output microwave power ordered some hundreds kW to time hundred ns kinetic energy of plasma electrons achieves hundred keV. As electrons are frozen in guiding magnetic field then they leave an inner volume alongside of magnetic field and are absorbed on left and right boundaries. A positive potential ordered hundred Volt appears. As plasma ions are not frozen they moves to a side wall and plasma density reduces. As result an optimal parameters of system for amplification or generation of e/m wave are violated and output pulse breaks off.
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Fig. 4. Simulated $B_{theta}$ field pattern with a fundamental frequency of 3.8 GHz in the vicinity of radiating horn and the load of the calorimeter. Insets show the waveforms of power flux in the neck of the horn and behind the device

Fig. 5. Sensor model of $L_{SCS} = 8$ cm length (YZ-section along $x = 0.8$ cm) in the gauge cell with 1 cm gap. Vertical arrows are $E_0(t)$ - electric field vectors at $t = 0.4$ ns moment

Fig. 6. The gyrotron construction, electron beam and Ez of generated field